Type -II fuzzy number is introduced in decision making analysis as a concept that is capable to effectively deal with uncertainty in the information about a decision. As type -II fuzzy number is represented by possibility distribution, it is hard to determine which type -II fuzzy number is greater than the other. In this paper, a new methodology for ranking type -II fuzzy number is proposed. The methodology is made up based on two intuitionistic components namely centroid point and spread. The paper also introduces for the first time the extension of type -II fuzzy number into standardised generalised type -II fuzzy number so that the representation is more generic and applicable to any cases of decision making problems. The methodology is then validated using both theoretical and empirical validations for real decision making applications.
Introduction
Fuzzy number is often used as a great tool in human decision making. This is reflected by its capability to appropriately representing linguistic characteristics used by human when making a decision. Apart from that, it complements any imprecision and incompleteness in the information which contributes to uncertainty towards decision informativeness. These evidences emphasis that fuzzy number introduced by Zadeh (1965) is an appropriate tool for decision making especially when dealing with imprecise numerical quantities and subjective preferences of decision makers (Deng, 2013) .
According to Zimmerman (2000) and Kumar et al. (2010) , fuzzy numbers are represented by possibility distributions, thus they might potentially overlap with each other. If they are overlapped, then it is not easy to clearly determine which fuzzy number is larger or smaller than another (Kumar et al. (2010) . In order to differentiate fuzzy numbers appropriately, a ranking fuzzy numbers concept is introduced by Jain (1976) such that it is regarded as a concept that is suitable in decision making application. In the literature of ranking fuzzy numbers, main processes involve in ranking fuzzy numbers are evaluating all fuzzy numbers under consideration and comparing them based on certain preferences. These indicate that practitioner cannot use direct evaluation towards fuzzy numbers if effective decision making is targeted to achieve. Among established methods for ranking fuzzy numbers found in the literature of fuzzy sets are Cheng (1998) , Chu & Tsao (2002) , Wang et al., (2005) , Asady (2010) , Bakar et al., (2010; , Dat et al. (2012) , Yu et al. (2013) and Bakar & Gegov (2014) .
Although, ranking fuzzy numbers concept is developed for decision making purposes, limitation of fuzzy number itself on representing the uncertainty satisfactorily, affects the final outcome of a decision making. This is because fuzzy numbers consider only one kind of uncertainty which is the intra -personal uncertainty in representing linguistic characteristics whilst there are supposedly two kinds of uncertainties that are related to linguistic characteristics namely intra -personal uncertainty and inter -personal uncertainty (Wallsten & Budescu, 1995) . Due to the fact that the uncertainty representation of fuzzy number is arguable, capability of fuzzy numbers is extended to type -II fuzzy number (Zadeh, 1975) so that both kinds of uncertainty namely intra and inter -personal uncertainties are well represented. Since, type -II fuzzy number is an extension of fuzzy numbers, hence the term type -I fuzzy numbers is used to replace the term fuzzy numbers for convenience purposes. Another advantage of type -II fuzzy number than type -I fuzzy number is it provides more flexibility in terms of degree of freedom than the latter as two type -I fuzzy numbers are utilised as a type -II fuzzy number. Those type -I fuzzy numbers charaterise the two kinds of uncertainty using two membership functions known as the primary and secondary (Hu et al., 2013) .
Investigation on utilising type -II fuzzy numbers is not new in the literature of fuzzy sets as many decisions involving them are found in various decision making problems. For example, radiographic tibia image clustering (John et al., 2000) , signal processing problem (Nagy & Takács, 2008) , pattern recognition (Wu & Mendel, 2009 ) and oversea minerals investment problem (Hu et al., 2013) . Even though, type -II fuzzy number improves the capability of type -I fuzzy number, it needs a suitable method to distinguish it from other type -II fuzzy numbers when there are more than two type -II fuzzy numbers are considered at a time. As type -II fuzzy number is a generalisation of type -I fuzzy numbers (Mitchell, 2006) and is viewed as a group of type -I fuzzy numbers where each of the two aforementioned kinds of uncertainties are modelled us16th World Congress of the International Fuzzy Systems Association (IFSA) 9th Conference of the European Society for Fuzzy Logic and Technology (EUSFLAT) ing type -I fuzzy numbers, it requires a ranking method like type -I fuzzy numbers as it also represented by possibility distribution.
Due to this, the paper suggests a new decision methodology for ranking type -II fuzzy numbers based on centroid point and spread. Both methods are chose and utilised in this study because these methods capable to give appropriate decision results such that the results are consistent with human intuition (Bakar & Gegov, 2014) . In this methodology, interval type -II fuzzy number is used as it is viewed as a special case and requires less computational works compared to type -II fuzzy numbers (Hu et al., 2013) . Along with this study, an extension of type -II fuzzy numbers into standardised generalised type -II fuzzy numbers is introduced for the first time in the literature of fuzzy sets due to the extension creates generic representation of type -II fuzzy numbers which are suitable for decision making purposes.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the theoretical preliminaries, Section 3 views on the proposed work. Validation of the proposed work is given in Section 4 and at last, a conclusion is made in section 5.
Theoretical Preliminaries
The following are some basic concepts used in this paper.
Type -I trapezoidal fuzzy number
A type -I trapezoidal fuzzy numbers can be represented by the following membership function given by For a type -I trapezoidal fuzzy number, if a i2 = a i3 , then the type -I fuzzy number is in the form of type -I triangular fuzzy number. Whereas, if a i1 = a i2 = a i3 = a i4 for both type -I triangular and type -I trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then both type -I fuzzy numbers are said to be in the form of type -I singleton fuzzy number. Length between a i1 and a i4 is known as the core of the type -I fuzzy numbers (Chen & Chen, 2009 (Chen & Chen, 2009 ).
Interval Type -II fuzzy numbers
As mentioned in the introduction section, a type -II fuzzy number consists of primary and secondary membership functions where both are extensions of type -I fuzzy numbers. Based on Mendel et al. (2006) , type -II fuzzy number is defined as follows. (Mendel et al., 2006) Let Â be a type -II fuzzy set, i.e.
where X and A  denote the domain of Â and the membership functions of Â respectively.
A can also be expressed as
, the type -II fuzzy set is called interval type -II fuzzy set, i.e., Therefore, without loss of generality, the interval type -II fuzzy number is called trapezoidal interval type -II fuzzy numbers when upper membership function (secondary) and lower membership function (primary) are depicted as 
Standardised generalised interval type -II fuzzy number
As mentioned in the introduction section, this study proposes a concept of standardised generalised interval type -II fuzzy number for easy computation. This is because it provides generic representation of interval type -II fuzzy numbers that are suitable for decision making purposes. Thus, definition of standardised generalised interval type -II fuzzy number is given as the following.
If an interval type -II fuzzy number Â has the property such that -1 < 
Any interval type -II fuzzy numbers may be transformed into a standardised generalised interval type -II fuzzy numbers by normalization as described in (5).
It should be noted that the normalisation process only changes the components of interval type -II fuzzy numbers where
, and
, are changed to
spectively while the heights, 1 and L a w , of type -II fuzzy number remain unchanged.
Ranking of interval type -II fuzzy numbers based on centroid point and spread
Let A be a standardised generalised interval type -II fuzzy number denotes as
Then, the proposed methodology for ranking interval type -II fuzzy numbers is as follows.
Step 1: Compute the centroid point for A by finding the horizontal -x centroid of A using Step 2: Calculate the spread value for A such that the distance along the x -axis from centroid of x -value is
While the distance along the vertical y -axis from the centroid of y -value is depicted as * * ,
It has to be noted that this step also produces two values like Step 1 but in this case, both values are spread for Step 3: Determine the ranking value for A using the following equation 
. (i.e. A and B is equal).
Note that, computations on finding the average in
Step 3 are introduced in this methodology as to ensure only one ranking value for each type -II fuzzy number is obtained. This is because the average gives only one value of xA Step 1 and 2. It is worth adding that these computations on finding the average are generalisation of Wu & Mendel (2009) work on ranking type -II fuzzy number using approximation to the end points of type -reduced interval (Greenfield & Chiclana, 2013) .
Validation of Results
In this section, two types of validations are used namely theoretical and empirical validation where both justify the utilisable of the CPS ranking method in decision making.
Theoretical Validation
For theoretical aspect, CPS ranking method is validated using four reasonable theoretical properties adopted from Wang & Kerre (2001 Based on all the above proofs provided in the theoretical validations, it is clear that the proposed II CPS ranking method fulfils all properties of reasonable ordering for fuzzy quantities presented by Wang & Kerre (2001 . This is directly indicating that II CPS ranking method is suitable and has the capability to ranking type -II fuzzy numbers appropriately.
Empirical Validation
In this validation, some benchmarking examples of interval type -II fuzzy numbers which are proposed for the first time in the literature of fuzzy sets. These benchmarking examples involve cases that are related with decision making problems. If a ranking method produces correct ranking result such that the result is consistent with human intuition, then the ranking result is signified as consistent (Y). Otherwise, it is inconsistent (N).
It is worth mentioning here that all benchmarking examples considered in this study are in the form of standardised generalised type -II fuzzy numbers so that any cases of type -II fuzzy numbers which are suited with decision making environment.
Note that, all established existing ranking methods used in this section are methods proposed to ranking type -II fuzzy numbers. Otherwise mentioned, if methods are added with 'II' (e.g. II -Cheng (1998)), then this signifies that these methods are methods for ranking type -I fuzzy numbers but are extended to ranking interval type -II fuzzy number for the first time all interval type -II fuzzy numbers considered are reduced into type -I fuzzy numbers using Nie -Tan (2008) reduction method. The following are cases of interval type -II fuzzy number which potentially appear in decision making environment. unable to differentiate the type -II fuzzy numbers where they are producing equal ranking ( 1 A  2 A ). Cheng (1998) and Chu & Tsao (2002) ranking methods in this case produce no ranking result as they both are not applicable when dealing with non -normal fuzzy numbers. Ranking method by Yu et al. (2013) on the other hand, capture the actual decision makers' preference by utilising the degree of optimisms in obtaining the ranking order for the type -II fuzzy numbers.
Eval

II
CPS ranking method produces consistent ordering as Chen & Chen (2009) and Chen & Sanguansat (2011) in which all of them rank the type -II fuzzy numbers correctly by giving priority towards type -II fuzzy numbers with lower spread which is in line with human intuition.
It can also be seen in this case where most of the latest presented ranking methods were unable to solve this type of type -II fuzzy numbers case. Allahviranloo & Saneifard (2012) and Dat et al. (2012) in which the ranking order was consistent with human intuitions. 
It is notable that each presented method of ranking type -II fuzzy numbers has its own strengths and weaknesses. Although, all methods used for comparing type -II fuzzy numbers in this section were actually methods for ranking fuzzy numbers, the above analysis was provided as to illustrate the capability of the established ranking methods in ranking type -II fuzzy numbers rather than ranking fuzzy numbers only. Based on the analysis, there were some methods that can deal with cases of fuzzy numbers effectively while some produce irrelevant results for certain cases. Nevertheless, in each case examined above, the II CPS ranking method is the most effective in ranking type -II fuzzy numbers by giving consistent ranking results for all cases of type -II fuzzy numbers.
Since, both layers of the proposed methodology have been validated, hence, this implies that the proposed methodology is relevant and reliable for solving real decision making problems involving type -II fuzzy numbers.
Conclusion
This study proposes a novel method for ranking type -II fuzzy numbers which utilises centroid point and spread approaches, II CPS . In this paper, it is shown that the II CPS ranking methodology is validated and produces results that are correct such that the results are consistent with human intuition. Furthermore, the utilisation of standardised generalised type -II fuzzy numbers in replacing conventional type -II fuzzy numbers used by existing method improve the ability of type -II fuzzy numbers when being applied to decision making problems. In conclusion, the proposed method possesses intuitional concepts for ranking type -II fuzzy numbers as well as for decision making analysis. Therefore, it is expected that this method can be further improved for decision making purposes. 
